
Brainstorming

& Prioritizing



Use these free pages to brainstorm every skill or project you want to
learn on your journey down the Road to Reliance. Later you can use
this list as a Master List to plan with each year.

Remember this is not a to-do list. It is a place to list everything that
you can think of to get you started. Keep adding new skills and
projects as you think of them!

These pages are a great way to start your own notebook or binder to
track your journey. Make as many copies as you need but please do
not share these pages with others.

After you list everything, be sure to prioritize which tasks you will
do first.

I have included a few pages of topics and skills for you to look at for
some inspiration. But feel free to choose and write other tasks and
skills.

Look at all 3 sets of lists and then use the blank sheet that follows to
make your own lists. Make sure to add these to your Road To
Reliance Journal!



Skills of the Home

Learn to bake bread

Learn to create a sour dough starter

Learn to make cheese

Make your own cleaning products

Cool on a woodstove

Purify/filter water

Use a clothesline

Stock a pantry

Make a first aid kit

Cool from scratch/ meal plan

Can/dehydrate/ferment food

Create a root cellar

Learn to see/knot/crochet

Make a basket with reeds

Learn weaving

Make an emergency to go kit

Learn to use or care for oil lamps

Learn zero waste skills

Make natural herbal remedies

Grow food indoors

 



Skills of the Home



Gardening and Outdoor Skills

Start plants from seeds

Learn composting

Make your own fertilizers

Build a greenhouse

Learn raised beds/container gardens

Install rain barrels for watering

Build an outdoor shower

Build a composting toilet

Learn crop rotation/cover crops

Harvesting veg/herbs/fruit

Save seeds

Start plants from cuttings

Build a natural fence

Solar and other power alternatives

Install a hand pump

Learn vermicomposting

Chop wood/store/use an axe

Make animal enclosures

Livestock maintenance/care/breeding

Going your own flours

 



Gardening and Outdoor Skills



Survival and Prepping Skills

Start a fire with matches

Cool over a fire

Make your own tools

Learn to hunt/trap/fish

Forage for food

Forage for medicine

Learn self-defense

Build an emergency shelter

Provide heat

Learn property security

Make your own bullets

Use a firearm/weapons

Learn proper butchering

Treat an emergency in the wild

Find clean water

Stock enough food/water 1 yr per person

Learn how to waterproof items

Cool on a rock

 



Surviving and Prepping Skills


